North Carolina A&T State university  Aggie Poet Laureate Appearance Request Form

(There is a 30-day advance notice requirement for appearances. All appearances are subject to the academic schedule of the Aggie Poet Laureate.)

The Aggie Poet Laureate’s responsibilities include appearances at: University sanctioned functions/events; Libraries and museums; Literary Festivals, Bookstores; Grade, middle and High Schools; Radio and TV appearances.

Give us the details about your event below:

Contact Person:
Organization:
E-mail:
Phone:
Proposed Date:
Range of dates for flexible dates scheduling
Proposed time of event:
Duration (need for API)
Location
(Include name of building/ room/ floor)
Open to public?
Registration required?
(If required explain further.)
Admission required?
Is there a website promoting event?
Provide url
if not, please do so when it becomes available.
Honorarium/Offering to support Aggie Poet Laureate?
Such as: travel, meals, etc.

Title and one to two line description of event